
PA-PIN36BLK/C
USER MANUAL

I Technical Specifications:
Item Code: PA-PIN36BLK/C
Description: PIN SPOT with motorized rotating COLOR WHEEL
Voltage: AC 120V 60HZ/50HZ
Bulb: L4515-G 4515 6V 30W PAR36
Motor: AC 120V/230V 1~2rpm
Color wheel: 260mm diameter wheel with four color quadrants - 

Red, Yellow, Blue, Green
Fuse: 125V/1A
Weight: 2.1kg
Size: L300Xw230XH250 mm
Warranty: Limited 90-day warranty

II Operational Instructions:
1. Unpack the carton to check if there is any damaged or missing
parts when you receive the unit, call the local dealer if anything is
not found in normal condition.
2. Disconnect unit from power when lamping or relamping the unit.
Remove the front cover to install lamp. Attach the two wires onto
the two lamp screw terminals. There is no polarity for the lamp
connection, so it does not matter which wire goes where. It is AC
power which will operate either way.
3. Install the color wheel to the motor axial and tighten it with nut,
then fix the motor to the top side of the light body.  Attach the color
wheel motor power cable to the plug located in the back of the Pin
Spot unit. 
4. Use a proper clamp to hang the unit onto the truss and fasten
tightly and securely. 
5. Place the unit where there is efficient ventilation, away from any
flammable objects and materials.
6. Check that the rated power corresponds to the main supply.



7. Do NOT operate this unit on any kind of DIMMER or DIMMING
system.  This unit may only be turned On and Off.

III Re-lamping:
1. Disconnect the unit from power supply and allow it to cool down
before re-lamping.
2. Remove the front cover and replace the old lamp
3. Replace the front cover.

IV Caution: 
1. In order to reach a maximum of safety the following points
should be carefully read and observed.
2. Ambient temperature should not exceed 40?.
3. Disconnect from the power supply before opening or replacing
the 4515 lamp and fuse. Please be sure the lamp is cool before
replacement!
4. To avoid electrical shock, do not touch any live parts when the
unit is activated.
5. Call professionals for maintenance, no spare parts are included
with the units.
6. The lamp shall be changed if it has become damaged or ther-
mally deformed.
7. Proper installation is required to be performed by electrical pro-
fessionals. 
8. The ventilation should not be impeded by covering the air circu-
lation around any opening or near the fixture. Such as curtains or
other obstructive materials. 
9. Alternative precautions to switch off the device shall be taken if it
is not easy to reach the units. 
10. No open flame sources, such as lighted candles, should be
placed on the apparatus..
11. The use of apparatus should be in a moderate climate.
12. This fixture is for indoor dry operation only. It must not be



exposed to moisture. 
13. Do not allow any thing to rub or impede the color wheel from
rotating freely.

For more Information:
Tel: (407) 857-8770
Fax: (407) 857-8771
www.techni-lux.com


